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Abstract—While CUDA has been the most popular parallel computing platform and programming model for generalpurpose GPU computing, CUDA synchronization undergoes significant challenges for GPU programmers due to its intricate
parallel computing mechanism and coding practices. In this
paper, we propose AuCS, the first general framework to automate
synchronization for CUDA kernel functions. AuCS transforms
the original LLVM-level CUDA program control flow graph in
a semantic-preserving manner for exploring the possible barrier
function locations. Accordingly, AuCS develops mechanisms to
correctly place barrier functions for automating synchronization
in multiple erroneous (challenging-to-be-detected) synchronization scenarios, including data race, barrier divergence, and
redundant barrier functions. To evaluate the effectiveness and
efficiency of AuCS, we conduct an extensive set of experiments
and the results demonstrate that AuCS can automate 20 out of
24 erroneous synchronization scenarios.
Index Terms—CUDA, program repair, synchronization automation, program transformation

I. I NTRODUCTION
CUDA [1] has recently become a dominating parallel computing platform and programming model for general-purpose
GPU (GPGPU) computing [2], due to its advantages in (1)
simplifying I/O streams to memories and dividing computations into sub-computations by parallelizing programs in terms
of grids and blocks, and (2) enabling more flexible cache
management that speeds up the floating point computation
of CPUs. CUDA is thus considered rather powerful and
widely adopted in deep-neural-network-related applications for
efficiently processing relevant matrix computations.
Albeit its advantages in GPU computing, CUDA programming undergoes significant challenges for GPU programmers
due to its specific parallel computing mechanism and coding
practices [3] [4] [5] [6]. Since CUDA-based GPU programs
enable synchronization which significantly differs from CPU
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programs by using barriers rather than locks [7] [8] and applying happens-before relations [9] [10], GPU programmers are
expected to be competent domain experts for delivering correct
program outputs with limited benefits from their knowledge
of traditional CPU programs. However, the synchronization
management skills of GPU programmers can be seriously
challenged. In particular, since massive parallelism in CUDAbased GPU computing can be invoked by ballooning excessive thread interleavings, any two from thousands of threads
accessing the same memory cell might trigger a data race and
lead to incorrect computation results which are somewhat hard
to be discovered by GPU programmers [4] [6]. Moreover,
programmers’ unawareness of using third-party programs/libraries of kernel functions can be another major reason to
cause program execution failures. For instance, a data race
can also be caused when programmers mistakenly delegate
synchronization to the third-party programs or libraries which
are not designed for such purpose [11]. Therefore, it is essential to assist GPU programmers by automating synchronization
of CUDA programs for effectively developing GPU programs.
In this paper, we propose AuCS which, to the best of our
knowledge, is the first general framework to automate LLVMlevel synchronization for CUDA programs in multiple erroneous synchronization scenarios. To be specific, we automate
CUDA synchronization in LLVM bitcode instead of source
code because (1) integrated as part of compiler optimization [12], LLVM-level synchronization can be effective in
concealing programming details from GPU programmers such
that they can focus on delivering high-level program functionalities, and (2) automating source code level synchronization
via patching can possibly deteriorate the source code with
inferior readability and maintainability.
We first specify the erroneous CUDA synchronization scenarios: (1) the data race scenario that occurs when programmers fail to implement synchronization inside kernel functions;
(2) the barrier divergence scenario that occurs when program-

